
Gelato 
Fruit & Chocolate



Callebaut is the world’s leading Belgian company which produce high-
quality cocoa and chocolate. Its history began in 1911 in the small Belgian 
town of Wieze, where Octaaf Callebaut, a brewer’s nephew, began 
working secretly on his first chocolate-based recipe, creating Callebaut’s 
first Finest Belgian Chocolate.

Today, more than a century later, Callebaut’s master chocolatiers are 
still inspired by the original recipes handed down from generation to 
generation, while at the same time seeking to constantly renew and 
perfect the product range according to the needs of each individual 
artisan.
This is why the Callebaut brand is recognized by all professionals in the 
world as a symbol of excellence, reliability and innovation.

Callebaut is the leading brand for the production of high-quality cocoa 
and chocolate and aims to be at the service of the artisans for everyday 
creations and to inspire their creativity.



Present on the market since 1920 Cesarin SpA, a Verona-based 
company with roots from Padua led today by Alberto Cesarin, has been 
able to translate into business what has been the family vocation for 
generations: the production of semi-finished products for pastry, ice 
cream, confectionery industry and gastronomy.

The company, leader in the industrial, national and international sector, 
maintains an important attention to small artisan businesses. This dual 
approach to the market, thanks to the strong commitment in research 
and innovation, makes Cesarin Company a flexible company with a 
specific ability to respond promptly to new trends.

The constant attention to quality, the rigid selection of raw materials, 
production standards in line with the strictest regulations in the food 
sector, have allowed Cesarin to have the reliability requirements for all 
potential partners and for any production needs of the market.

The constant desire to improve, thanks to the research and development 
staff and the assiduous presence in the main international fairs, make 
Cesarin a leading company in its sector.





Chocolate type
Callebaut White Chocolate

Ripples/Inclusions
Cesarin Profumi d’Italia Limoncello 
Fresh basil

Cesarin Vegetables HG 
Tomato Cubes  

White Chocolate, 
Basil and Tomato
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White, White, 
Basil and Basil and 

TomatoTomato



Gold chocolate, 
Caramel and Ginger

Ripple Ginger
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Chocolate type 
Callebaut Chocolate Gold
 
Ripples/Inclusions
Cesarin Ripple Ginger
Cesarin Fruit HG Granules Blueberry
Callebaut Crispearls Salted Caramel

Gold Gold 
Caramel Caramel 

and Gingerand Ginger







Chocolate type 
Cioccolato Ruby RB1 Callebaut

Ripples/Inclusions
Cesarin TuttaFrutta Amarena
Cesarin Whole HG black cherry
Callebaut Chococrema Ruby 
Callebaut Crispearls Ruby
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AmaRosaAmaRosa



Chocolate type 
Callebaut 41% milk chocolate
 
Ripples/Inclusions 
Cesarin TuttaFrutta Apricot in half
Cesarin TuttaFrutta diced apricot
Callebaut Double Hazelnut Chococrema
Caramelized Hazelnuts

Milk Chocolate, 
Apricot & Hazelnut

Apricot in half

Caramelize hazelnut ì
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Milk, Apricot 
Milk, Apricot 
e Hazelnut
e Hazelnut







Chocolate type 
Callebaut Sao Thomè 70% 
chocolate (without milk)

Ripples/Inclusions
Cesarin Profumi d’Italia Sicilian 
Blood Orange

Cesarin Orange Ripple

Combinations

Dark chocolate & Orange

Sic

ilian 
Blood Orange

Orange Ripple
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Dark and 
Dark and OrangeOrange



Discover all our recipes





Cesarin S.p.A.

Via Moschina, 3 - 37030 Montecchia di Crosara (VR) IT
T +39 045 7460000 - F +39 045 7460903

info@cesarin.it 
www.cesarin.it


